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Abstrat. B-Prolog deviates fromWAMmainly by its parameter passing

mehanism: parameters are pushed on the ontrol stak instead of being

passed through argument registers. Also, the B-Prolog emulator has a

quite high performane on the lassial benhmark set despite its being

ANSI-C ompliant. It is therefore tempting to attribute its perform-

ane to its parameter passing onvention. Elsewhere we have shown that

mainly instrution ompression and the double emulator is responsible

for the speed of B-Prolog. Here we show with a set of arti�ial determ-

inisti and baktraking programs that the WAM and B-Prolog an out-

perform eah other arbitrarily, indiating that neither has a systemati

advantage over the other. Moreover, we show that whenever the WAM

parameter passing shema is worse omplexity wise, a very simple pro-

gram transformation an be applied whih gives WAM the bene�ts of

B-Prologs argument passing shema, and this without leaving the WAM

framework. B-Prolog also o�ers a di�erent and eÆient implementation

of delayed goals whih seems based on its parameter passing shema: we

desribe how the same implementation of delayed goals an be obtained

in a WAM environment. All empirial results are obtained with a double

emulator version of dProlog.

1 Introdution

This is a workshop paper, so this an't be self ontaining: If you want to get

aquainted with WAM, read [1, 16℄; for B-Prolog - or the TOAM on whih it is

based - see [18, 19℄. Whenever we use a WAM based implementation, it will be

a partiular version of dProlog [6℄. The results for dProlog are largely appliable

to many other WAM based implementations, like Yap, SICStus, XSB. B-Prolog

is the only implementation we know o�, that implements TOAM and argument

passing through the stak.

The start of this researh onsisted of two observations: B-Prolog is quite ef-

�ient when ompared to other emulators, espeially onsidering that B-Prolog

does not get any of its performane by relying on non-ANSI-C features. And

seondly B-Prolog deviates from the WAM in ertain aspets, the most striking

one being that the arguments to a goal are passed through the ontrol stak



instead of through argument registers as the WAM does. Note that older Prolog

implementations also used a uni�ed environment-hoie point frame per predi-

ate. See for instane [15℄.

When these two fats are seen together, it is tempting to onlude that B-

Prolog is fast beause it uses the stak argument passing onvention. A loser

look is in plae however: it is lear that to identify more preisely the impat

of a partiular di�erene with the WAM, it would be most useful to have two

implementations whih only di�er in that partiular aspet. We have followed

that line of thought earlier in [6℄ for the term represention and emulator hoies.

Our original intent was thus to implement the stak argument passing onvention

also within dProlog. However, adapting the XSB [17℄ ompiler on whih dProlog

is based for the new argument passing onvention while keeping all other things

equal turned out to be too muh work. Still, while investigating these issues, we

beame more and more aware of other di�erenes between B-Prolog and dProlog

(as well as other WAM implementations we know o�) whih might be responsible

for the pereived speed of B-Prolog.

Indeed, as shown in [7℄, loser inspetion of the implementation tehnology

(generated abstrat mahine ode, emulator struture ...) shows that mainly the

instrution ompression employed in B-Prolog, its double emulator (for propaga-

tion of read-write mode) and its built-in alling onvention are responsible for

its performane. In [7℄, we have introdued in dProlog a series of instrution

ompressions - partly inspired by B-Prolog, partly by doing dynami pro�ling as

in [10℄
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- and a double emulator, thereby making an ANSI-C ompliant version

of dProlog of roughly the same speed as B-Prolog. This version of dProlog is

later on referred to as rwdProlog1.1 and is also here used for omparison with

B-Prolog.

That was a satisfying piee of work, but it left us unertain of the pratial

advantage of passing arguments over the stak and we had no real insight in

the theoretial advantage either. In lassial ompilers, this issue is quite well

known: availability and harateristis of hardware registers, ompliane to a

partiular standard, alling onventions et. play a role. However, for Prolog

the main issues are the fat that iteration is always implemented by reursion

and seondly baktraking whih does not even enter the piture in non-logi

languages.

In setion 2 we study in more detail the impat of the argument passing

shema of B-Prolog on baktraking prediates. A similar study is performed on

deterministi programs in setion 3 where in partiular the impat on last all

optimization is studied. Setion 4 looks more losely at argument reuse in both

ontexts, both theoretially (4.1) and in pratie (4.2). The implementation of

delay in B-Prolog seems also very thightly onneted to its argument passing

shema: Setion 5 disusses the onnetion between the argument passing meh-

anism and the implementation of delay.
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but not inspired by this work, as our work was onduted at the same time - Septem-

ber 2000



All the experiments were performed on a Pentium III, 500MHz, 128 Mb

- our �ndings might not arry over to other arhitetures, but we are atually

onvined they do. Timings are reported in seonds: they represent a rounding of

a single measurement in milliseonds; repeated measurements showed almost no

di�erenes. We used B-Prolog 4.0 #3. There is a later version of B-Prolog whih

implements if-then-else better, but this onstrut does not enter the piture here.

Note that this paper overlaps with part of [7℄ but also ontains new material.

2 Baktraking and B-Prolog

In setion 3 we will disuss deterministi programs. Here we deal with prediates

whih reate hoiepoints and baktrak.

Within the B-Prolog paradigm of passing parameters through the stak, there

are atually three issues that are di�erent from WAM
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:

1. parameters are pushed on the ontrol stak one for a prediate all and

possibly reused by eah lause of the prediate

2. an environment is pushed on the ontrol stak one for a prediate all and

possibly reused by eah lause of the prediate

3. depending on the determinay of a prediate, there an be a di�erent hoie-

point - whih partly overlaps with the environment

There is also a similarity between B-Prolog and WAM: both reate (at most)

one hoiepoint for a prediate and share it amongst all lauses.
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We will ignore point 3 ompletely beause it is lear that it an be arried over

to WAM: the overlapping part of point 3 resembles [9℄ and shallow baktraking

[3℄ was also based on di�erent types of hoiepoints.

As for points 1 and 2, the WAM moves arguments between a hoiepoint and

the argument registers for eah lause, and environment alloation happens on

a per lause basis. These di�erenes an be shown quite easily by the following

prediate p/n with its assoiated abstrat mahine ode for dProlog:

p( ,..., ) :- a,b. try �1 �1: alloate, all a, dealloate, exeute b

p( ,..., ) :- a,b. retry �2 �2: alloate, all a, dealloate, exeute b

... ... ...

p( ,..., ) :- a,b. retry �(m-1) �(m-1): alloate, all a, dealloate, exeute b

p( ,..., ) :- a,b. trust �m �m: alloate, all a, dealloate, exeute b

Assuming a all to p/n and that the whole searh tree is explored, and

restriting the attention to the p/n prediate, in WAM, the number of moves

between hoiepoint and argument registers is n�m and the number of alloates

2

we ignore indexing issues beause they are orthogonal

3

double level indexing is not onsidered a valid option



ism. One should add to that the initial nmoves for �lling the argument registers.

In B-Prolog, there is just the pushing on the stak of the arguments - n moves

- and one alloate for the whole proedure p/n. It is lear that by making m

and n large enough, a plain WAM implementation will perform arbitrarily worse

than B-Prolog. Note that this is only possible when the arguments are largely

ignored
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in the lauses, something that is not frequent in hand-written ode,

but might be in generated ode.

Let's �rst disuss the one ombined environment-hoiepoint of B-Prolog:

sharing these frames is to some extent unavoidable in the ontext of B-Prolog;

one partiular lause ould be ativated after indexing has deided that this is

the only lause, or after a full hoiepoint is reated - e.g. beause indexing found

a free inoming argument. It follows that either there must be speialized ode

for eah way of seleting the lause (as in [13℄), or that all lauses must have

the same frame, beause the o�sets of the arguments from the urrent top-of-

stak (or whatever B-Prolog uses) must be the same. However, this is only true

within the single stak paradigm, as the original WAM follows. In a double stak

paradigm, the arguments would be pushed on the environment stak - not on

the hoiepoint stak. Within this paradigm, it would now be possible to keep

the usual exibility on whether to reate an environment on a per lause basis.

To get rid of the multiple alloation of environments for di�erent lauses, a

simple optimization in WAM would onsist in putting one alloate in front of

the try�retry�trust sequene and removing the alloate from the lauses: suh

would be an appliation of loop invariant ode hoisting. Doing this is straight-

forward and results in a nie speedup. However, this solution breaks some WAM

invariants
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and in partiular garbage olletion an get in trouble. Also, in a

lassial WAM whih has one stak for both environments and hoiepoints,

the addressing of environment variables needs to be reonsidered and a ut now

reates a hole in the environment rather then above it. These points an be

�xed, but require extra thinking. dProlog has separate staks for environments

and hoiepoints, but the solution above is ompliated by the fat that envir-

onments in dProlog are upside-down (for good reasons), so we need to alloate

an environment large enough to hold all the permanent variables of the lause

whih has most.

There exists another solution for WAM implementations that ompile body

disjuntions in-line (see for instane [12℄): both XSB and Yap for instane om-

pile disjuntions in-line - and dProlog of ourse inherits this from XSB. Below

we show the transformed prediate p/n and its assoiated ode:

4

anonymous variables in the head for instane

5

think about the E and CP �eld in the hoie point



p( , ,..., ) :- alloate, trymeorelse �1

a,b all a, dealloate, exeute b

; �1: retrymeorelse �2

a,b all a, dealloate, exeute b

; �2:

... ... ...

; �(m-1): retrymeorelse �m

a,b all a, dealloate, exeute b

; �m: trustmeorelse

a,b. all a, dealloate, exeute b

We name this the disjuntion transformation (for lak of a better name). It

is lear that WAM (with inline ompilation of disjuntion) bene�ts from this

transformation in two ways:

1. one prediate ativation results in the exeution of only one alloate

2. the hoiepoint reated by the trymeorelse instrution ontains no paramet-

ers, so there is no moving between the hoiepoint and argument registers

at all

There is a prie in this transformation of ourse: arguments must be moved

to the environment. But this happens only one and this does not add arbitrarily

to the ost of the exeution.

So, the good news is that no hybrid parameter passing shema as hinted

at in [18℄ is neessary, as the bene�t of passing arguments through the stak

an be obtained largely from a simple program transformation whih requires

no hanges in the exeution model of the WAM. The deision to transform a

prediate an be taken loally: no global information is needed. Global knowledge

an improve the situation beause then the aller ould also avoid �lling the

argument registers altogether.

The bad news is that for this transformation to be e�etive, the underlying

system must ompile body disjuntions in-line. Some systems (SICStus and B-

Prolog for example) don't do that. Also, in order not to lose indexing, one should

ombine indexing instrutions with the ompilation of disjuntions: this was

already hinted at in a totally di�erent ontext in [14℄. Merury has suh indexing

and WAM variants should as well.

Finally, let us point at the analogy between BinProlog priniple of binariz-

ation ([11℄) and B-Prolog's priniple of pushing only one environment per pre-

diate invoation. Take the lause:

p(P) :- q(Q), r(R), s(S), t(T).

whih BinProlog binarizes to

p(P,Cont) :- q(Q,r(R,s(S,t(T,Cont)))).

One ould go one step further and also unarize prediates, that is transform a

prediate to a prediate with just one argument:

p(arg2(P,Cont)) :- q(arg2(Q,r(R,s(S,t(T,Cont))))).



Then the term arg2(Q; r(R; s(S; t(T;Cont)))) ats like the frame from whih

eah lause for q will read its arguments. We then have a single frame as B-Prolog

and with the same advantage as the above suggested disjuntion transformation

in the WAM ontext. Another similarity is in the fat that by binarization, per-

formane an beome arbitrarily better and worse (see [5℄), beause binarization

also performs some ations early whih might be good if there is baktraking,

or bad if there is early failure.

To end this setion, we give some measurements on a set of arti�ial pro-

grams. Basially, a prediate a5/5 is alled repeatedly. Programs nbt0, nbt2

di�er from nbt1, nbt3 in that nbt1 and nbt3 are obtained by applying the dis-

juntion transformation. nbt0 di�ers from nbt2 in that nbt0 does not need a

WAM environment in a5/5. Sample ode for a5/5 is given for eah ase
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.

original program after disjuntion transformation

no environment nbt0 nbt1

in original a5( , , , , ) :- fail. a5( , , , , ) :- fail

a5( , , , , ) :- fail. ; fail

... ...

a5( , , , , ) :- fail. ; fail

a5( , , , , ) :- fail. ; fail.

with nbt2 nbt3

environmnent a5( , , , , ) :- fail, dum, dum. a5( , , , , ) :- fail, dum, dum

in original a5( , , , , ) :- fail, dum, dum. ; fail, dum, dum

... ...

a5( , , , , ) :- fail, dum, dum. ; fail, dum, dum

a5( , , , , ) :- fail, dum, dum. ; fail, dum, dum.

To antiipate questions: the double all to dum in the ode above is there

beause some systems might otherwise not reate an environment for the lause,

sine fail is inlined.

The following table shows the timing results on these programs for rwdPro-

log1.1 and B-Prolog: they are of similar speed on the usual benhmarks, but the

time di�erenes here (positive or negative) are not so important for making our

point; the important thing is how eah system reats to disjuntion transform-

ation: it hardly a�ets B-Prolog, while it turns rwdProlog1.1 from about 50%

slower (in the worst ase - nbt2) to at least 25% faster than B-Prolog.

rwdProlog1.1 B-Prolog

nbt0 33 29

nbt1 22 30

nbt2 44 29

nbt3 22 30

6

sorry for the names of the benhmarks - they are the names of the �les



Not surprisingly, Yap also bene�ts from the disjuntion transformation. Note

that one needs to onstrut slightly more ompliated example programs to show

that this transformation does not always bene�t implementations that have no

in-line ompilation of disjuntion, like SICStus Prolog.

3 The ost of last all optimization in B-Prolog

In deterministi mode, B-Prolog an possibly reuse the arguments passed on the

stak for the last all in a lause body: this is dual to the WAM whih an reuse

the arguments in the �rst goal of a body. A more detailed analysis - see setion

4 - shows that neither is better than the other by design as far as argument

reuse is onerned. Still B-Prolog pays a heavy prie for reuse when the tail all

and the head do not have the same arity. And even if the tail all has the same

arity, B-Prolog seems to perform worse than a priori expeted. The following

table shows this: there are 4 small programs whih do tail alls of the same and

of di�erent arity, and whih do or do not require a WAM environment. All are

deterministi
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. The timings are again shown for rwdProlog1.1 and B-Prolog.
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.

no WAM environment with WAM environment

di�erent a12([ jR℄) :- b21(1,R). da12([ jR℄) :- dummy, db21(1,R).

arity b21( ,[ jR℄) :- a12(R). db21( ,[ jR℄) :- dummy, da12(R).

rwdProlog1.1 B-Prolog

45 95

rwdProlog1.1 B-Prolog

87 131

same a22( ,[ jR℄) :- b22(1,R). da22( ,[ jR℄) :- dummy, db22(1,R).

arity b22( ,[ jR℄) :- a22(1,R). db22( ,[ jR℄) :- dummy, da22(1,R).

rwdProlog1.1 B-Prolog

51 74

rwdProlog1.1 B-Prolog

92 110

Taking into aount that B-Prolog and rwdProlog1.1 have roughly the same

performane, it seems that these results show that B-Prolog pays quite a hefty

prie for its argument passing method. To be fair: not all the performane loss

omes from the argument passing onvention. B-Prolog heks after all head uni-

�ations whether delayed goals must be woken. This aounts for some overhead.

Note that we now have a shema for making B-Prolog perform arbitrarily

worse than WAM. Consider indeed the following prediates:

a([ |R℄,A

2

,A

3

,...,A

n

) :- b(R,A

2

,A

3

,...,A

n�1

).

b([ |R℄,A

2

,A

3

,...,A

n�1

) :- a(R,A

2

,A

3

,...,A

n�1

,x).

In order to reuse the arguments, B-Prolog needs to perform in the order of

n moves for eah exeute instrution, while the WAM does not. The example

7

see �le bprall.pl in the distribution of dProlog1.1

8

Under dProlog, the programs were ompiled with the instrution ompressions ol-

lapse dealloates, ollapse uni�es and ollapse getlist uni�es swithed o� - beause

B-Prolog seemed not to do any suh ompression



also shows that passing arguments through the stak is performane wise highly

unstable with respet to unfolding.

It is worth showing for some of the programs above part of the ode: the next

table shows the ode for the prediates a12/1 and da22/2 in both systems.

prediate dProlog B-Prolog

a12([ jR℄) :- getlist A1 alloate at(1,4)

b21(1,R). unitvar A1 unify list y(1)

unitvar A2 unify arg void one

putint 1 A1 unify arg vx(2)

exeute b21/2 jmpn det get ar ps((a12,1,2))

move int y(1,1)

move y ux(0,2)

put ar ps(-1)

exeute((b21,2))

label((a12,1,2))

* para int(1)

* para ux(2)

* all((b21,2))

* return b

da22( ,[ jR℄) :- alloate 3 alloate at(2,4)

dummy, getlist A2 unify list y(1)

db22(1,R). unitvar A1 unify arg void one

unipvar Y2 unify arg vy(1)

all dummy/0 all((dummy,0))

putint 1 A1 jmpn det((da22,2,2))

putdval Y2 A2 move int y(2,1)

dealloate exeute((db22,2))

exeute db22/2 label((da22,2,2))

* para int(1)

* para uy(1)

* all((db22,2))

* return b

The instrutions marked with (*) are not exeuted during the benhmark,

but they belong to the ode for the prediates. The ode for da22 shows learly

that the determinay test whih WAM performs in the dealloate instrution

is replaed in B-Prolog by the new instrution jmpn det. B-Prolog must also

generate separate ode for the deterministi and non-deterministi ase for the

arguments of the last goal. This leads to an inrease in ode size. We have tried

to get �gures for this inrease, but �rst of all, ode size as given by statistis/0,

inludes non-ode related stu�, and seondly, B-Prolog uses words for items for

whih other systems use bytes or shorts: omparison is therefore diÆult.



4 More on argument reuse

4.1 Analysis

Take a lause like a(X) :- b(Y ), (Z). in whih X, Y and Z denote possibly a

series of arguments - variables or other terms.

First thing to note: WAM an always reuse argument registers in the �rst

goal - modulo the onrete form of the arguments X and Y of ourse. Always

means here that this property is independent of the determinay of the a and b

prediates.

In ontrast, B-Prolog an reuse in the -goal parameters from the head, only

if both the following onditions hold:

1. there is no hoiepoint for a at the moment  is alled

2. the all to b has left no hoiepoints

This means that for an ativation of a partiular lause, the last goal of

the lause an reuse parameters on the stak at most one and if the last goal

is ativated by baktraking n times, the �rst (n � 1) times suh reuse is not

possible. Note that the �rst property must hold even if the goal b would not

have been there. This means that the B-Prolog priniple for binary lauses is

partiularly ine�etive, as shown by the prediate
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:

a(A,B,C,D,E) :- b(A,B,C,D,E).

a(A,B,C,D,E) :- b(A,B,C,D,E).

...

a(A,B,C,D,E) :- b(A,B,C,D,E).

a(A,B,C,D,E) :- b(A,B,C,D,E).

for whih B-Prolog does no argument reuse until the all to b/5 in the last

lause, resulting in (almost) as muh argument moving as in the WAM. A small

benhmark based on the above lauses shows as a result:

rwdProlog1.1 B-Prolog

morenbt0 50 112

Applying the transformation as in setion 2 is bad for dProlog, but it still

performs better than B-Prolog. All variables beome permanent ones and they

are moved repeatedly to the argument registers. This results in the same number

of moves as in the original program (between the hoiepoint and the argument

registers) but moving the permanent variables happens by a putpval instrution

(of whih there are several) instead of by a tight loop within the retry or trust,

so in an emulator setting, this is learly bad. As expeted, B-Prolog does not

su�er in this partiular example from the transformation.

In general one an onlude that beause of its argument passing shema,

the B-Prolog emulator must exeute more abstrat instrutions; more emu-

lator yles inevitably lowers performane. Instrution ompression remedies this

problem and for native ode generation or translation to C, the issue does not

exist of ourse.

9

see �le morenbt0.pl



4.2 Argument reuse in pratie.

Complementary to the analysis above, it is useful to have a look at how muh

reuse one an expet in pratie. Consider a typial lause like

p([X|R℄) :- q(X), p(R).

At �rst sight, it might appear that no argument reuse is possible in either shema.

But the fat is that with good argument register alloation in WAM and good

stak slot alloation in TOAM, both shemas an reuse argument 1, that is,

in WAM, X is assigned argument register 1, while in TOAM, R is assigned

argument stak slot 1.

The best way to weigh the pratial bene�t of eah shema - independent of

other deisions made in the system -, would be to measure dynamially how often

an argument is reused during the exeution of a representative set of programs.

Unfortunately, we do not have suh a representative set. Neither did we feel

inlined to instrument B-Prolog so as to give us the dynami information. So we

tried to model reuse statially: for some programs (see later) we approximately

measure for eah lause the number of arguments that are reused in WAM and

in TOAM. This method an be highly ritiized of ourse and we are far from

satis�ed with it, but it might give some insight and it ould be starting point

for a more orret method. The program used for this analysis is inluded as an

appendix.

The programs analysed are the omplete HAL ompiler (written in Prolog,

about 50K lines of ode with omments and type-mode-determinay delara-

tions; mainly written by Mar��a Gar��a de la Banda - 15% of the lauses have 10

up to 19 arguments), the hProlog ompiler (4K lines of ode, hardly any om-

ments; written mainly by Henk Vandeasteele), boyer.pl and hat parser.pl; the

latter two are well known benhmark programs.

The next table shows the results of ounting the number of arguments that

are reused in either shema:

WAM TOAM

boyer 25 10

hat 230 160

hProlog 1000 917

hal 5737 6906

For small up to medium sized programs, TOAM seems to do less reuse than

WAM. Only for the one more realisti program, the argument reuse in TOAM

is larger, but the di�erene is not very big and this probably explains why the

TOAM parameter passing shema does not o�er a large performane advantage

in pratie. Still, our measuring method is very rude and only full edged im-

plementation of an optimal WAM and TOAM strategies followed by dynami

pro�ling an give deisive answers. Commonplaes like most prediates are de-

terministi and tail reursive with almost the same arguments as in the head

might be true, but need to be heked.



5 The delay mehanism of B-Prolog

Pakaged together with its new parameter passing mehanism, B-Prolog also has

a new way of implementing delayed goals. While the mehanism of [2℄ uses heap

terms - and thus resembles losures in lazy funtional language implementations

- B-Prolog uses the frame (arguments+environment+hoiepoint) on the ontrol

stak to preserve the delayed goal. One of the advantages is that reativating this

goal is heap sine no arguments need to be moved to the argument registers, no

symbol table lookup is needed
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and �nally, delaying the same goal immediately

again (beause some ondition for wake-up was not ful�lled) is very heap. The

latter re-delaying operation ould also be made onstant time in the heap shema,

but it requires more low-level support than implementations seem to are for.

On the whole, the empirial omparison of both methods seems not to have

been made properly
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: indeed, from [19℄ it was not lear whether the obtained

performane gain was due to the overall design of B-Prolog or partiularly due

to its delaying mehanism. We do not present suh an evaluation here either

12

, but the disjuntion transformation shown in setion 2 suggests a way of

getting a similar implementation of delayed goals, at almost the same prie -

both performane and implementation wise. Suppose we have the following ode

for a prediate with a blok delaration:

:- blok p(-,?).

p(t1,t2) :- asd.

p(t3,t4) :- qwe.

then �rst transform it to:

p(X,Y) :-

label(L),

(var(X) ->

trigger(inst(X),label(L)),

freeze urrent

;

'$p'(X,Y)

).

'$p'(t1,t2) :- asd.

'$p'(t3,t4) :- qwe.

In this ode the meaning of the prediates label/1, trigger/2 and freeze urrent/0

are intuitively lear, but one must take into aount that a similar mehanism as

in B-Prolog is needed for delaying goals, freezing the stak (XSB terminology)

and to hain delayed goals.

One an see an analogy between on the one hand the implementation of delay

as in B-Prolog or by a opying-to-the-heap approah, and on the other hand

10

this an also be avoided in the setting of [2℄ of ourse

11

this goes bak to a onversation with K. Sagonas

12

it an be found in [8℄



the implementation of suspending onsumers in a tabling Prolog by freezing

the staks (as XSB does) or by opying their relevant parts as in CAT [4℄.

Freezing staks requires an extra freeze register - the SF register from B-Prolog

was introdued for suh purpose - and has an overal (but small) impat on

the performane and the implementation, while a opying approah is more

orthogonal to the rest of the mahinery. Also, freezing the stak might neessitate

a ontrol stak ompator beause unneeded environments annot be dealloated

easily. E.g. in the ode:

a :- b, dummy.

b :- freeze(X,foo(X)).

?- a,a,a,a,a,a,a, ... , a.

The frame for a/0 annot be reovered easily and B-Prolog indeed overows

quikly the ontrol stak (for a variant of this example) while in SICStus, frozen

goals reside on the heap for whih there is a olletor already.

Note that the above soure transformation is more or less what B-Prolog

does at a lower level. Also alls to freeze/2 are treated similarly.

6 Conlusion

Our onlusion from [7℄ was that passing the arguments to a goal through the

stak does not give a lear performane advantage for the plain Prolog programs

in a ommon benhmark set: rather instrution ompression, a double emulator

and a well hosen built-in alling onvention makes B-Prolog fast and we were

able to mimik this within a lassial WAM. Here we investigated in more detail

the parameter passing shemas: we have shown that on deterministi programs,

the TOAM shema an be arbitrarily worse than the WAM shema. Indeed,

for deterministi programs, passing the arguments through the stak seems to

have several performane penalties: more abstrat mahine instrutions must

be exeuted and in partiular environment shifting an be ostly. But even for

non-deterministi programs, for whih the TOAM an in priniple win arbit-

rarily, the TOAM shema is not a lear win, espeially sine a simple soure to

soure transformation an give most of the bene�t of B-Prolog within the WAM.

The TOAM shema has a lear advantage for implementing delayed goals, but

even this must be put in perspetive, sine the method desribed in [19℄ an be

adapted easily to the WAM.

We have shown that there is no overall best shema. So a hybrid shema -

whose desirability was suggested in [18℄ - is needed. We have shown however that

the WAM with inline ompilation of disjuntions and the disjuntion transform-

ation, already gives the essential bene�ts of a hybrid shema. I.e. if you want

to pass arguments through the stak, do not adapt the abstrat mahine, adapt

the ompiler instead.
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A The program to measure the argument reuse

We ount a reuse of an argument if it is a free variable in the goal (�rst goal for

WAM, last goal for TOAM) and in the same argument where it ours in the

head. This is an over approximation.

For TOAM we do not ount any reuse when the arity of the last goal is

di�erent than in the head.

A lause an have several �rst goals - that is goals in whih WAM an reuse

arguments. As an example, in: head(X;Y ) : �(Y > 0 ! goal1(X); goal2(X))

both goals are �rst goal.

A lause an have several last goals - that is goals in whih TOAM an reuse

arguments. The same example applies (modulo the di�erent arity in head and

goal).

measure(File) :-

see(File),

read(Clause),

findall(Wam-Bp,measure(Clause,Wam,Bp),L),

sum(L,0,WamC,0,BpC),

write(File), write(' '),

write(WamC), write(' '),

write(BpC), nl, fail.

sum([℄,W,W,B,B).

sum([W1-B1|R℄,WI,WO,BI,BO) :- WII is WI + W1, BII is BI + B1, sum(R,WII,WO,BII,BO).

measure(Clause,Wam,Bp) :-

Clause \== end_of_file,

( ount_both(Clause,Wam,Bp)

; read(NewClause),

measure(NewClause,Wam,Bp)

).

ount_both(Clause,Wam,Bp) :-

Clause = (Head :- Body),

Body \== true,

firstgoal(Body,First), % there might be many

ountwam(Head,First,Wam),

lastgoal(Body,Last), % there might be many

ountbp(Head,Last,Bp).

ountbp(Head,Goal,N) :-

funtor(Head,_,ArityH),

funtor(Goal,_,ArityG),

(ArityH == ArityG ->

Head =.. [_|Hargs℄, Goal =.. [_|Gargs℄,

ount(Hargs,Gargs,0,N)

; N = 0 % if the arity is different, no reuse

).



ount([℄,_,I,O) :- !, O = I.

ount(_,[℄,I,O) :- !, O = I.

ount([H|Hargs℄,[G|Gargs℄,I,O) :-

(reuse_possible(H,G) -> II is I + 1 ; II = I),

ount(Hargs,Gargs,II,O).

ountwam(Head,Goal,N) :-

Head =.. [_|Hargs℄, Goal =.. [_|Gargs℄,

ount(Hargs,Gargs,0,N).

reuse_possible(H,G) :- var(G), oursin(H,G).

oursin(H,G) :- var(H), !, H == G.

oursin(Term,G) :- Term =.. [_|R℄, oursinl(R,G).

oursinl([X|_℄,G) :- oursin(X,G), !.

oursinl([_|R℄,G) :- oursinl(R,G).

inline(_ = _). inline(atom(_)). inline(arg(_,_,_)).

inline(_ < _). inline(integer(_)). inline(funtor(_,_,_)).

inline(_ > _). inline(float(_)). inline(ompare(_,_,_)).

inline(_ =< _). inline(number(_)). inline(true).

inline(_ >= _). inline(var(_)). inline(fail).

inline(_ == _). inline(nonvar(_)). inline(!).

inline(_ \== _). inline(ground(_)). inline(_ is _).

firstgoal((_:B),First) :- !, firstgoal(B,First).

firstgoal((A,B),First) :- inline(A), !, firstgoal(B,First).

firstgoal((A,B),First) :- !,

firstgoal(A,First1),

(First1 == true ->

firstgoal(B,First)

; First = First1

).

firstgoal((A -> B ; C),First) :- !,

firstgoal(A,Fa),

(Fa == true ->

(firstgoal(B,First) ; firstgoal(C,First))

; First = Fa

).

firstgoal((A -> B),First) :- !, firstgoal((A,B),First).

firstgoal((A;_),First) :- !, firstgoal(A,First).

firstgoal(X,F) :- (inline(X) -> F = true ; F = X).

lastgoal((_:B),Last) :- !, lastgoal(B,Last).

lastgoal((_,B),Last) :- !, lastgoal(B,Last).

lastgoal((A;B),Last) :- !, (lastgoal(A,Last) ; lastgoal(B,Last)).

lastgoal((_ -> B),Last) :- !, lastgoal(B,Last).

lastgoal(X,F) :- (inline(X) -> F = true ; F = X).


